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Covering,finishing
and flying Pistachio

PISTACHIOS
Part 3
Condenser Paper Covering
Duration is the name of the Same in
Pistachio. This requires the lighlest airframe
possible, so the light weiSht and relatively hiSh
itrencth of condenser paper make it the
preferred covering for this class of model.
i{n*"uer. as with anv so called preferred
system,condenserpaperhas its disad!"ntages.
These include high instability with temperature
and humidity changes, a strong sMnkage on
drying after initial dampening and a low tear
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resistance. ln addition, there will always be the
inevitable wrinkles which characterise this
brand of tissue and make a 6rst class finish
verv difficnlt to achieve. This latter point can
become quite a bone of contention: the question
of whether to build for workmanship or duration
will neverbe answeredfully. My own feelingis
that duration is a must and all should be
sacrifced for light weight as a heavy Plstachio
will certainly not perform and in the limit will
orobably not fly at all.
It's worth noting here that rhe flying surfaces
are sinSle covered. Again. this can be a poinl
for deeo disclssion. but there is no penaltyon

models.
The third and final
part of Andy
Sephton'sseriesto
get you started in
Pistachio
A.ro Modcllgl

Detailing
Detailing small scalemodelsis an ardorm in
itseH.As always,weight must be at the fore in
the decision making process. A study of the
prototype will show such items as: an exposed
engine, a spinner, wheels, a pitot head on the
left wing, aileron and rudder horns, control
wires, a cockpit, a tail skid, and fairings at the
wing root and just behind the engine.Clearly if
all of these are represented then the weight
and drag on the model will increasealarmingly.
As a guide, try to representonly that detail that
lies in front of or on the centre of gravity unless
not adding it detractsfrom the characterof the
model. Even so, the detail is alwayssimplified,
A strong balsa frame is essential when
prepaling the condenser paper for
covertng.
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the presentrules. At very light weight and low
speed it's well known amongst the indoor
duration fraternity that double covered wings
are not as efficient as single covered.John
O'Donnellillustratedthis quite well in his article
o n the C ag eb ird some ye ar s ago in
Aeromodeller. The real problem is that the
lower the flying speed, the thinner the wing
must be. If you do decide to double cover the
wing then give yourself a chanceand keep the
sectionas thin as possible- do not be tempted
to change it to Clark Y for example!In fact as
a corollary,if you find that your model is heavy,
you may evenincreasethe efficiencyby double
covering as the higher required airspeed will
prefer a thicker section.The extra weight will,
of course,reduce duration and by far the best
solutionwould be to build a new, lighter model.

Covering Technique
The high shrink characteristicof condenser
paperis perhapsthe most importantto us when
we come to cover our Pistachio. If covered
directly, the light structure will distort badly
under changesof ambient conditionswith the
resultantdisasterto flying trim. The technique
is to finish the covering on a strong frame
beforeapplyingit in a relativelyslack stateonto
the model. Make the frame from hard balsa of
about l/4tt by 1,/8rrsome il smaller all round
than the condenserpaper sheet - do not use a
water based cement! My frames are 15rrby 7rl
with corner braces and a spacer across the
middle. One frame of this size will more than
cover the H-P Sayers or just cover a I-acey.
Apply condenser paper to the frame with
suitable adhesive (tissue paste or condenser
papercement;being carefulwith the former as
wet condenserpaper is very weak). When the
adhesiveis dry water shrink by steaming or
spraying(the paperwill not standwater applied
by brush). Then, spray an ultra thin coat of
bananaoil mixed with 80%thinners. Mask off
a few squaresfor the fin marking, and spray
with an 80%thinned coat of white. (Beto tape availablefrom SAMS- works well on condenser
paperfor masking).Mask the squaresand then
spray the whole sheet with a thin coat of the
base colour, again thinned about 80%.The
original model was coloured light yellow but
recent research has shown that the protob?e
aircraft was probably finished in the same
colours as the Handley-PageYellow Peril. Make
your yellow a little darker.
Mask off and spray the black 25 on the fin,
although,if you are not confdent of successin
this process,fine felt or fibre tip pens can be
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The stooge provides consistency and
safety while winding.

used. A superfine black Staedtler Lumocolor
was used to tidy up the lettering and for the
control surfaceson the prototypemodel.Always
plan for failure in the lettering process and
prepareseveralwhite squaresfor the '25'- this
is one distinct advantage of finishing the
covering off the model. On the prototype,four
squareswere prepared. One was damaged in
the maskingprocess,2 produceduseableletters
the fourth remains as a spare.
Using the new razor -blade, remove the
finished condenser paper from the frame in
sections and apply to the model. If you have
usedcolour dopeand are applyingthe covering
with an acetonebasedcement,take care - any .
contaminationof the surface will dissolve the
colouring with resultant frustration and some
new words for the family to learn. Trim the
edges with the new razor blad,e when the
covering adhesivehas dried. Never, never use
an old blade, it's a false economy.It'll tear the
tissue rather than cutting it and provide even
more new words for the family! One final word
of advice,don't apply the covering to the wing
or tail too tightly. Followingchangesof ambient
conditionsgross distortionsof the airframewill
result because of the single surface covering
and the instability of condensertissue.
Models have been built successfully with
other covering mediums such as Jap Tissue
(obtainthrough SAMS),or foam.Both are more
stablethan condenserand provide a smoother
finish, but both are far heavier and this point
has already been discussedat length.

the skill of the modeller producingjust enough
to suggest that the items in question are
represented.
For this machine, I included: a spinner,
dummy engine cylinders, the two fairings,
wheels and a tailskid. The spinner is quite an
elegantaddition since if it is madefrom a heavy
medium, noseweight at the nosebloek is
reduced.This results in a lighter model as the
nose moment for the weight is effectively
increased.Hard balsawasusedon the prototype
model but if you have access to workshop
equipment, brass or lead would be far better.
The dummy engine cylinders are also from
hard balsa, then wrapped with thread to
simulatethe fins. A single wheel was turned in
a mini-drill, but it is possibleto form from soft
balsa by hand spinning on the sanding block.
. Cut a rough circle of l/l6tt soft balsa to the
required size and cyanoa 1/8rrbalsamandrel
to the centre.With care, a good circular wheel
can be formed on the sandingblock by spinning
the mandrel betweenthe first finger and thumb
whilst drawing the wheel across the block.
Removethe wheel from the mandrel, dope it,
apply yellow paint, mask off the centre with a
circle, then paint the dark grey tyre. The two
sectionsofwheel required can then be cut from
the single blank and cemented directly to the
bottom of the fuselage.This is a good example
of minimum weight for maximum effect as there
is no requirement for the wheels to turn on a
Pistachio model.
The cockpit area is masked and painted
silver.On the prototypemodel the cockpit clear
vision holes are marked in black ink for
expediency.A study of photographsof the full
sizedmachinesuggeststhat there is no glazing
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surfacewarps correct?- Is the motor producing
too much or too little power?Ideally the motor
power should on this initial flight make the prop
effectively transparent. Too little power will
produce an air brake effect too much will
provide torque. Both will serve to turn or roll
the machine.Experimentwith rubber size and
turns until the powered test glides are similar
to the initial glide tests.
It is now just a question of increasing the
Initial Trimming
turns and the length of the motor gradually
Add weight to the nose of the assembled undl limiting enduranceis achieved.Motor size
may have to be increasedand weight will have
model minus noseblockuntil it balancesat the
point shown on the plan. Check all surfacesfor. , to be added to the nose to balancethe longer
squarenessand rectify by breathing on the
motors. Thrust lines will have to be changed
surface and twisting to shape if necessary. with slivers of l/M inch ply and surfaceswill
Without the prop fitted, test glide the model
have to be warped as the power is increased.
gently onto a soft forgMng sur{ace- the family
Aim for a left turn at all times and if trim is lost,
bed works well from a height of about 2 feet.
back off to the previous stage or go back to
This should show up any violent tendenciesin
stage one and trim for the initial glide.
Following initial trimming, the prototype
the trim which can be rectified by breathing
model was flying for over 30 secondson a 11.5
and twisting or by adding weight. Extend this
initial trimming process to shoulder height
inch loop of 0.040inch tan FAI rubber.
launches onto the lounge carpet, but do not
Winding Stooge
reduce noseweightsuch that the balancepoint
falls behind the recommendedposition.
For consistentwinds and easeof operationa
winding stooge is essentialequipment for the
Initial trimming aside, you will gain a lot of
experience of the model on these short test
Pistachioist.The stooge must be made to fit
glides.A good feel for the correct launch speed
the model,be strong enoughto take full tension
can be learned and effects of slight warping of
on the expectedmotors (with suitable excess
surfaces can be researched. Note that an
strength for safety) and have some means of
increasein incidence on one wing tip may not
fixing to the workbench. The close fit on the
give the expected effect. The induced drag
model will alsoindirectly help the modelweight
producedwill often out weigh the extra lift and
as it will allow the rear motor peg to be reduced
cause the model to turn towards the washed in
to minimum size. Use of a winding tube and
wire is also recommended as condenser will
tip rather than to roll away from it. This
not contain any failure of the rubber motor.
characteristicis put to good use when power
trimming to keep the inboard wing up but still
large plastic drinking straws are ideal for this
purpose.
maintain a turn.
over the vision holes in the cockpit cover.With
care,this could be simulated on the model using
tin foil with the openings cut out. The only other
detail modelled on the prototype was the
tailskid. Weight here is at an absolute premium,
so, keep the representationsmall. A sliver of
the lightest balsa with minimum cement can
be cut to shape after fxing and coloured with
ink giving a reasonablyeffectiveresult.

Power Trimming

Model Weight

Patiencemust rule now and a wait until the
next indoor meeting is in order. In a suitable
hall, assemblethe model with a short motor, a
4.5inch loop of about0.040inch tan FAI rubber,
say.With the nose block and prop assemblyin
place, ensure that the model balances at the
same point as on your initial trimming flights.
Apply a few turns by hand and launch the model
in the same way and in the same direction as
on the initial flights. The flight path should be
exactly the same. If not, make the following
checks and rectify the error: - Is the balance
point in the correct place? - Are the flying

The following lists the prototype model
weights in grams:
Uncouered:fuselage 0.5, finlrudder 0.05,
tailplane 0.08,left wing 0.2, right wing 0.15.
Couered:fuselage0.7, Iin/rudder 0.1, tailplane
0.1, left wing 0.25,right wing 0.2.
Finishedairframe:2.8 (including nose block of
0.85and motor of 0.6).

Competition

Flying

If competition flying the model is anticipated,
a statementof the models characteristicswill
be required to satisfuthe general scale rules.

The single blank for two wheels can be
shaped by hand but it is easier in a minidrill.
The statementmust include a declarationthat
the competitor is the builder of the model and
list any commercial items used in the
construction. Further, the weight, wing areaand
wing loading must be declared.To ease the
calculation,the total projectedwing areaof this
model is 1.15 square decimeters. Divide the
weight of your model in grams by this figure to
give the wing loading in grams per square
decimeter.
Proof of scale must also be provided, the
following documentswere consulted in the
making of the prototype:
O Ultralights, Richard Riding, PSL
O Handley Page Aircraft since 1907, C H
Barnes, Putnam
O Handley Page an Aircraft Album, D C
Clayton, Ian Allan
tl Aeroplane Monthly March 1985, Richard
Riding
O Letter from Maurice Brett dated October
1992
A three view appearsin all tle aboveexcept
the Ian Allen publication and all contain good
photographs.The most usefulbeing the picture
of the aircraft in flight which shows slight
dihedral and an absence of wing tip skids
(which are apparent on the three views of
RichardRiding'sworks). None of the published
referencesdetails a colour for the machine.In
his letter, Maurice Brett gave good reasonsto
support his suggestion that the aircraft is
coloured dark cream or mid-yellowoverall.On
a study of the photographs, I have assumed
that the fairings and nose area is silver or
natural aluminium and the fin lettering is black
on a white background.

Further Reading
In my article on Pistachios in this years
FebruaryAeromodellerI recommendedseveral
of Bill Hannan's books which are available
direct from the man himself or through SAMS.
Unfortunately Bill's name was misspelt, sorry
sir!

